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Abstract. A holistic approach to transformational communication (examined from the perspective of ethical and moral norms) requires investigation of its different aspects, such as communication efficiency (Paynton et al, 2016), evolution of ethics (Bud’urova, 2015), business ethics (Boatright, 2011; Norman, 2013, and etc.), transformational leadership (Uusi-Kakkuri, 2017; Jiang et al., 2017, and etc.), social capital (Growiec et al., 2017; Greico, 2017, and etc.) or more specifically, ethical and moral norms (Orozco-Toro and Ferré-Pavía, 2013; García-Marzá, 2017). Such multi-facet interpretation of transformation communication explains various effects of communication which are experienced by any economy or organization undergoing reforms, transition from one development category to another or trying to enhance performance and reach sustainability while facing new global trends (related to networking, new technologies, innovation, knowledge sharing as well as bigger pressure from stakeholders to generate social value-added). Being more visible and closer to citizens, civil service organizations face the necessity to apply innovative communication means and collaboration-based approach to policy implementation, whilst many jeopardizing factors, such as insufficient social trust, the fear of failure, bureaucracy or lack of consistency, diversity and reward, call for implementation of various communication guidelines and ethical and moral norms-related documents. Thus, the research question “How to leverage the potential of transformational communication via ethical and moral norms in civil service organizations” is particularly relevant among economies which still face frequent manifestations of nepotism or fragile social trust dimensions. To avoid of triviality and to have a more profound analysis of the topic, the research is anchored in qualitative methodology, where results of semi-structured interviews with 20 Lithuanian civil servants support the designed conceptual model of transformational communication effects, which serves as a practical and useful education tool for policy makers and civil servants.
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1. Introduction

The Literature on Communication Efficiency is well established: communication experts Paynton et al (2016) overview the scientific publications throughout various periods, backing to the forties (Hovland, 1948; Morris, 1946; Nilsen, 1957; Schramm, 1946; Stevens, 1950). In spite of a long list of definitions of communication as well as classifications of its types and channels during the decades, the core fundamentals of communication remain the same. According to Paynton et al (2016), communication is the use of symbols to reveal the meaning/essence. While shifting from linear/mathematical to more transactional/interactive type of communication, communication imbeds social value-added and positive externalities as well as affects social trust, attitude and perception of employees, stakeholders and society overall. Such evolution trends could be identified within positive practices of innovation-driven countries, such as Canada (TakingITGlobal, managed by Walraven, 2008) or the UK (Government Communication Service, the UK 2017), where communication (driven by innovation and social value-added via engagement of employees, society and community-building) is more long-term target; however, civil service organizations must be ready for the change, as modern technologies make their work more transparent, dynamic, because it is collaboration and knowledge-driven. Such transformation also calls for new social and cultural pillars, in particular, in the area of ethical and moral norms: being more interactive with stakeholders’ civil service organizations face the necessity to embrace a set of new requirements, such as tolerating mistakes and learning from the past experience, social trust and evolving moral and ethical standards.

As it is discussed by Bud’urova (2015), fact/value dichotomy is not so sharp in the context of evolutionary ethics which might justify morality on the basis of facts, while evolutionary theories (which might be not so value-free) should be interpreted with cautiousness and context-based.

From the business ethics point of you, Norman (2013) admits that evolution of ethics in business takes gradual steps and could be witnessed via continuous modification of classical paradigm of business ethics within scientific literature. While overviewing various scholars (such as Donaldson and Dunfee 1999; Heath 2006; Boatright 2011), Norman comes to conclusion that, apart from tackling the questions how individuals in business ought to behave, or what principles they might appeal, business ethics in the broadest sense address a rather vast spectrum of challenges and designs for firms, markets, regulations, and political oversight. According to Norman (2013) these specific challenges are interpreted in the context of micro-level virtue ethics, mid-level stakeholder theories, or macro-level theories of corporate social responsibility. Thus, business ethics is centred on continuous evolution of values, principles and standards which are in line with rapidly changing business and political environment as well as different trends across various industries and policies.

2. Transformational Communication as Leadership

Transformational communication is often interpreted in the context of transformational leadership. For instance, Uusi-Kakkuri (2017) in the dissertation “Transformational Leadership and Leading Creativity” argues that transformational leadership is an appropriate style for creative people, because intellectual stimulation and inspirational motivation help lead creative individuals and innovators. Transformational leadership is a popular and rapidly evolving scientific area worldwide: Jiang et al. (2017) interpret transformational leadership in the context of employees’ motivation and their performance (it has positive influence on employees’ sustainable performance in Chinese construction project); Aunjum et al. (2017) estimated that transformational leadership had positive and significant impact on employee motivation in the Banking sector of Pakistan, and it should be achieved via transformational and charismatic leadership.
Within the report prepared jointly by the World Bank and the African Development Bank in cooperation with the African Union, Yonazi et al. (2012) emphasize the role of transformational communication in the context of society an stakeholders’ transformation via modern technologies or technological competences of entrepreneurs and leaders. While focusing on Spanish local governments, Gálvez-Rodríguez et al. (2016) emphasize the role of Internet and community managers in engaging citizens, because community managers do not use social media efficiently to link local governments and citizens. Furthermore, positive experiences of more advanced innovation-driven economies, such as the UK, should be taken into consideration while engaging society and creating community spirit in various development areas. As for example, Science and Technology Committee, authorized by House of Commons of the UK (2017), encourage society engagement in science-related policies: public opinion should be fully captured in developing government policy where science is involved. Such practices can be applied in efficiency-driven countries or other areas of public administration; however, the context of cultural and social norms, social trust, knowledge diffusion, communication style, and many other social capital dimensions should be taken into account.

3. Transformational Communication within Social Capital Dimensions

Acknowledgment of the environment as part of social and cultural context was accentuated by many scholars. Fang et al. (2017) in their research tried to examine effects of normative beliefs, social norms and attitudes on behavioral intentions (research related to reusable tableware at theme park in Taiwan). The authors found out that c.a. one fifth of 391 respondents possessed pro-environmental behaviors, while the rest of interrogated respondents were significantly affected by social environmental education, which reveals the significance of education in transforming society via knowledge and inspiration.

Camargo and Passas (2017) within their paper presented during OECD Global Anti-Corruption & Integrity Forum, address the specificity of cultural and social environment in the context of corruption: adoption of best anticorruption practices worldwide in some countries might be inefficient, for instance in Africa, Central Asia and the Caucasus, which could be associated with discrepancy between formal rules and informal practices. While interpreting the power of transformational ethics on citizens, the authors explain the social acceptability of corrupt acts by citizens’ orientation to tactical, more practical, informal and short-term benefits, as well as a rather fragmented value created by public administration organizations. From this perspective, integration of informal practices and society engagement techniques into anti-corruption strategies or official policies could contribute to more sustainable and effective decisions, and, in parallel, stronger social image of civil service organizations.

Within the social capital structure, examined by Growiec et al. (2017), network degree (number of social ties), network centrality (bridges among otherwise disconnected sub-networks), bridging (social ties among dissimilar others), and bonding social capital (social ties among similar others) are anchored in the context of social trust and willingness to co-operate. According to authors, these network dimensions are strongly and positively linked to individual incomes; while social individuals’ life satisfaction is determined primarily by the number of social ties an individual hold (network degree). Given the growing importance of collaboration, communication efficiency (which in the conceptual model, developed by the par author, refers to society engagement, community gathering, and creative leadership and specialists) is critical, because it leads to reshaped dimensions of social capital and realigned attitudes to current globalization context (see Figure 1). From the perspective of stronger ties among stakeholders, evolving ethical and moral norms call for modern technologies and practical communication tools enabling knowledge sharing and creativity enhancement. The conceptual model introduces a set of effects, which a modern organization is eager to reach, if effective transformational communication-related decisions are taken.
Grieco (2017) reveals similar arguments regarding impacts of social capital while emphasizing the element of partnerships, which is directly related to communication and serves as a tool for strategy development: it should broaden relationships between employees and partners; moreover, all social capital dimensions (cognitive, relational, structural/ network-based) positively influence the innovation capability. On the other hand, citizens and other stakeholders, driven by modern technologies, require more transparency, engagement, knowledge sharing and shared-value creation (which are directly related to different social capital dimensions, such as social trust, fear of failure or opportunity recognition).

4. The Role of Ethical and Social Norms in Transformational Communication

To better understand the context of communication (oriented to transformation and value/ attitude alignment as well as society engagement) it is important to identify the main effects and reinforcement principles of ethical and social norms. García-Marzá (2017) introduces the model of “Ethical Auditing”, which links three elements: perception, verification and adequacy. According to the author, insufficient compliance between commitments and regulated conduct, both at planning and execution stages, emerge as a barrier to creating social value-added (thus, affects communication of the information regarding social responsibility in organizations, which, in parallel, influences attitude, perception and social image).

García-Marzá (2017) adds that ethics of communication might be used as the basis to develop mechanisms of transparency and participation, which is essence of transformational communication. The author underlines 4 elements, which are necessary to reinforce the ethics of communication: ethical code of conduct, social responsibility reports, ethics committee, and ethics hotline (alerts and complains system). Given the lack of transparency in public administration organizations, due to insufficient sustainability and poor society engagement, ethical audit should be external to organizations and help seek consensus among various stakeholders (Sorsa, 2008; Orozco-Toro and Ferré-Pavia, 2013).

In light of technological innovation and emerging artificial intelligence, communication cannot be interpreted only in the context of human capital. Apart from formalized and communicated values in professional codes of ethics (which often implies machine-type ethical reasoning, knowledge development, and decision-making); Otterlo (2017) emphasizes that legal ways of formalizing behavior and communication might be too slow,
compared to technological innovation; therefore, ethical codes as guidelines are more popular. Many authors, who were analyzed by Otterlo (2017), believed that it was possible to efficiently link technology with ethical codes if artificial intelligence was more responsible or accountable (Diakopoulos 2016; Etzioni and Etzioni, 2016), and private information was protected (Tene and Polonetsky, 2014; Tvaronavičienė 2018; Davidavičienė et al., 2019).

Furthermore, many civil service organizations try to encourage creativity and improve transparency; the lack of transparency, particularly in decision-making, is a key challenge among public administration organizations. Continuous learning and new knowledge application in technology might help obey human values and norms (Abel et al 2016) and reshape values and principles (Taylor et al. 2017). Although it is difficult to cover a rich variety of complex knowledge domains by technology, due to tacitness of knowledge, Otterlo (2017) suggests formalizing present fundamentals of ethical codes via suitable computational logics, which could make ethical and moral norms-related communication more value-adding, engaging, and efficient.

Given a complex transformation experience from centrally planned Soviet Innovation Systems to holistic knowledge-driven innovation system, many CEEC countries, such as Lithuania, possess insufficient social trust; thus, transformational leadership and communication are offset by the fear of failure, uncertainty avoidance, and lack of trust (Laužikas and Dailidaitė, 2015). Moreover, various stakeholders (civil service organizations, private companies, customers/ clients, information centers or education institutions, R&D transfer organizations, and citizens) need communication facilitators or community spirit building tools. Weak risk management and strategic planning competencies along with uncertainty avoidance diminish the innovation progress in those economies; thus, society engagement via new technologies and the time of changes is critical.

5. Methodology

Ethical and moral norms, organizational philosophy, values and principles are fundamentals to communication efficiency during the time of change: these factors are inter-connected and manifest as the main drivers of transformational communication, which might lead to society engagement, community building and stronger social image (Curristine et al, 2007). These effects are particularly important to civil service organizations, as they are centred on social value-added and liaisons between political priorities and strategies. Moreover, ethical codes and behavior guidelines refer to the social capital dimensions, and, to be more precise, to communication plans during the time of change, future communication strategies as well as communication descriptions of various job positions (it affects employee motivation, creativity, combination of employees’ and organizational expectations as well as performance efficiency and sustainability within a network of diverse stakeholders) (Government Communication Service, the UK 2017).

Having scientific literature analysis results summarized in the conceptual model of Transformational Communication Effects, the semi-structured qualitative expert interviews with 20 civil service specialists from Lithuanian civil service is chosen to better understand the transformational communication challenges and opportunities ethical and moral norms could bring to public administration organizations in Lithuania, along with the reasons and tactics of choosing a particular communication type or strategy.

Based on the developed conceptual model, the semi-structured questionnaire contained a few blocks of questions, related to: communication during the time of change, communication enhancement techniques, the role of Human Resource Management within communication processes, innovation and creativity as well as the potential effects of ethical and moral norms. The valid responses from 20 experts were received on the 5th December 2017, and all the respondents accorded to 3 main criteria in terms of: experience, education and their relation to the Communication area.
After ingenious analysis of research results, the conceptual model was backed by experts’ insights and the transformational communication model was adjusted in order to provide pertinent recommendations for civil service organization in Central and Eastern European Countries. Civil service organizations are recommended to use the revised model while valuating effects of transformational communication before and after the ethical codes and communication guidelines were introduced (both in the shorter and longer run), while applying a set of concrete measures in line with their organizational context. The present publication could serve as a reference to further research, focused more on indicators representing effects of transformational communication.

6. Research Results: Sustainability through Evolving Ethics and Communication

In light of emerging significance of social value-added and bigger attention to positive externalities across various types and status organizations, experts of Lithuanian civil service organizations also address these new trends while emphasizing social impacts and ethical/moral communication within networks. An efficient ethical code might serve as non-financial motivation means while encouraging various social innovation and value-adding activities; in parallel, it affects employee turnover and main career drivers: four experts agreed that ethical and moral norms might be among the most important reasons for career choice or resigning from public administration organizations. One expert, representing younger and less experienced civil servants, emphasized that non-financial remuneration was not adequate to efforts of getting a civil service job and demonstrating efficient performance to stakeholders. Apart from small wages, the expert did not find work activities as corresponding to his/her job position and qualifications along with unequal assessment of employees’ performance due to subjective reasons and nepotism, in addition to conservatism and lack of innovation (all these areas could be improved thanks to ethical codes, which could affect employee turnover and satisfaction).

The most of the experts admitted that management style and personality might endanger social trust, respect and satisfaction among employees; it is particularly acknowledged during the time of management change. As for example, one Head of ministry department invited to his/her team to demonstrate how positive attitude and smooth communication between managers and employees might affect the psychological climate and innovation culture of the department via an ethical code. Another more experienced expert emphasized the role of self-esteem and pride which should be encouraged via ethical codes, as civil servants might feel the lack of support and confidence from society along with insufficient financial reward.

As it could be expected, younger experts with modest experience in civil service underlined another important function of ethical codes, which is a guideline in building and managing teams: competences, attitude and commitment should be more important than nepotism; initiatives and creative leaders should be supported; listening and empathy-based communication should be established, while political priorities should not hide misbehavior and breach of ethical and moral norms. However, there were experts who could not acknowledge team-building and team-management manifestations at all, which eliminated the possibility to discuss regarding the role of creative, talented and innovative teams. Five experts suggested that ethical codes were necessary in civil service, but they should be implemented in a more employee-friendly and natural way. One expert suggested 10 recommendations’ format while avoiding strict rules and legal aspects, while another specialist emphasized self-discipline and authority-based, yet explicit code; only one respondent underlined communication of ethical principles and norms (along with implementation) among employees: there should be no excuse to unethical behavior, and employees should encourage each other to be moral and ethical.

The fragmented and rather conservative approach to ethical codes was illustrated by the fact that no one among experts emphasized flexibility and sustainability-related aspects, such as the role of ethical codes during the time of change, communication of strategic targets, internal communication, opportunities of strengthening social image and encouraging creativity, as well as innovation and modern technologies. Such result shows that civil
servants do not have sufficient experience and knowledge regarding impacts and implementation possibilities of ethical codes.

Having rather limited knowledge on ethical and social norms and incapability to identify innovative ways to engage society and build community, civil service organizations should strengthen their strategic collaboration in all the weaker areas. Joining associations, digital networks, startup ecosystems, entrepreneurship research centers, clusters and associations of various industries, as well as entering into co-operation agreements with new Lithuanian and international partners could elevate communication efficiency to a higher level via common events, projects, research, and knowledge sharing. This will affect cost structure, image, internationalization level, synergy effects, society, stakeholders’ satisfaction, and social trust. Nowadays, it is not necessary to attend various projects physically: many activities are carried out online or via mobile technologies (in particular the dissemination part of projects and activities).

Notwithstanding the importance of strategic partnerships in communication during the time of change, only one expert emphasized the role of external consultants while communicating among different-level civil servants during the time of change. As it was expected this expert represented the younger group of civil service experts. Given modest team-management competences, two experts mentioned the role of external experts in trainings and consultancy in this area while inviting university professors, experts from partner-institutions or the best specialists of different areas. The lacking contribution from external experts in team-building was more often mentioned than the value-added of internal creative leaders, which shows that social trust and knowledge sharing inside an organization is smoother than externally. Experts did not mention the importance of engaging external partners into various teams due to heavy bureaucracy as well as vacant experience of communicating in a culturally and socially diverse environment. Communication among various partners should be accelerated via the use of modern technologies, such as hubs, applications, artificial intelligence, and etc. Strong partners could also contribute to cheaper and more efficient lifelong learning, positive image of civil service organizations, community spirit, society engagement, and sustainability.

Undeveloped civil servants’ competences in various business administration areas diminishes the role of strategic partnerships in strategy development, limits the opportunities of reshaping political priorities as well as endangers communication of strategic plans and expectations to society. On the other hand, strategic partners could help in communication of strategies and strategy implementation progress to other stakeholders. The quality of performance is a key factor of organizational social image, and it is unlikely to improve it without key strategic partners.

New process innovation calls for innovative management of change, and communication efficiency is a catalyst during the time of change; however, only one expert with Business education background and nearly 20 years of experience in civil service emphasized the role of leaders in liaising different-level employees, negotiating, presenting suggestions and communicating the information. A team of leaders from different departments, built uniquely for communication during the time of change, is recommended, and horizontal communication should be based on modern technologies. Engaging employees in planning and managing changes is critical; however, only 4 civil servants emphasized the role of innovation and knowledge management while communicating with employees during the time of change. The ones having relatively less experience in civil service organizations accentuated the function of ideas generation and collection via technologies, art, life meetings and interactive seminars with innovation professors. Within each department and among departments, it is suggested to build smaller groups in order to discuss various challenges and solutions related to the change. The more experienced respondents were more conservative and mentioned traditional communication options, such as formal meetings with employees while presenting the change, new tasks and requirements, which are more in line with “Top-Down” management approach.
Innovation requires innovative marketing and communication tools; thus, it is impossible to run social image strengthening campaigns without application of Social Medias, and vice versa, external communication should be driven by new ways of engaging and gathering society. However, only one expert admitted that civil service organizations must use innovation via dissemination of good practices and activities as well as through interaction with society (while using online forums and meetings, social events, hubs, software applications, and etc.).

Within organization with limited financial motivation possibilities, innovation, and in particular innovation climate, might be a great solution. In light of rather conservative bureaucratic structures in Lithuanian civil service organizations, six experts emphasized the role of innovation from the context of non-financial rewards. The younger and less experienced civil servants were focused on innovation climate and leisure activities (community spirit; singing, dancing and sport activities; days with animals, lunch and dinner together, book club, consulting each other in various areas, voluntary work in organizations which take care of animals and elder people, leisure room, office kitchen, various informal social events, and etc.) as well as more flexible schedules or showing respect towards their work (for instance, nominations and reward of best employees, dissemination of good work practices on Intranet). The older and more experienced experts emphasized more practical aspects, such as flexible schedules, work from home, workplace comfort, interaction with colleagues, healthcare, medicine insurance, discounts in sport clubs, various premiums for innovative performance, seminars of employees’ choice, and etc. Such trend reveals the untapped team-building potential, where, based on project and activity specificity, organizations could develop mixed teams (in terms of age, gender and nationality) in order to emphasize innovation, creativity and talent management at teams’ level. It is particularly important in the context of limited cultural diversity while addressing many ethical and moral norms-related challenges.

It is not likely for civil service organizations to attract innovative and edge people if bureaucratic procedures are too long (still many paper documents in use, a lot of proofreading and confirmation signatures involved; too long processes and limited autonomy in decision-making), new technologies are not applied (2 experts noted the necessity to revive Intranet), and social image of public administration organizations is still negative.

The lack of innovativeness in Lithuanian Civil Service Organizations might be proved by the willingness to create “Innovative Ideas Bank”, which was expressed by 10 experts. Although they do not specify a form or technology for ideas collection, they admit that it would be a great non-financial motivation mean; however, one of the most experienced and human resource management-related experts (who has been working in civil service organizations for nearly 25 years) emphasized the importance of preparing employees for this innovation, as it might be led by opposition and skepticism. This finding indicates the lack of communication between heads of departments and employees, as leaders do not feel and acknowledge employees’ perception and expectations.

While adjusting the conceptual model of transformational communication effects, based on research results, the experts’ responses were more concrete and centered on internal challenges rather than on multi-facet holistic approach to communication: experts emphasized the importance of applying more “Bottom-up” model (due to the lack of horizontal communication and severe rules), while limited financial reward opportunities and insufficient competences called for informal learning and non-financial reward means (for instance, team building or various events). Respondents pointed out at the transformational nature of civil service organizations (which is related to constant changes in political priorities and ongoing reforms); therefore, they lacked concrete communication plans during the time of change, based on positive experiences of other countries as well as profound expertise of external experts, such as university professors or even corporate partners. As it could be expected, the specialists’ underlined communication effects were in line with scholars’ interpretation.
In the context of knowledge diffusion among different-level employees, it is important to identify the main reasons why specialists choose or leave civil service organizations: for some of them it is the opportunity to use knowledge and skills acquired at university in order to enhance their competences; for others it is related to working hours; while innovation-driven candidates or employees want to be value-adding to entrepreneurship conditions, innovation processes, sustainability of the country. However, only 3 experts accentuated the role of innovation on career choice. It is also in line with another important dimension of innovation commercialization, which is team-building; only three experts mentioned this factor in the context of teams’ innovation. This area is unknown and distant to experts: they have a rather negative perception on team-building in their organizations due to lacking competences, fragmented information and insufficient co-operation among colleagues both formally and informally. The informal communication was missed by 4 experts (dominant answer among younger and less experienced experts): they acknowledged the role of interpersonal communication in order to know and understand each other better, to share knowledge, experience and ideas, to build social trust and to understand better strategic targets of the organization.

It is interesting to note that experts distinguish the difference between creative leaders and specialists and suggest involvement of both groups in teams, ideas generation and strategic planning, along with employees’ and society engagement. One of the youngest experts with two-year experience in Civil Service suggest the initiative “Help Your Colleague”, which encourage social trust among colleagues via the system of stickers rewarded for assistance and support by other colleagues (employees with the largest number of stickers get remuneration). Moreover, only one expert interprets innovation in the context of cultural and social norms (moral and emotional state of a person or ethics), which shows the lack of holistic approach to innovation and creativity as well as untapped potential of techniques which refer to ethical and moral norms.

**Conclusions**

Ethical and moral norms have a vast spectrum of effects on sustainable performance of Lithuanian civil service organizations (such as, efficiency, social image, society engagement, and social impacts); however, transformational communication (including a list of aspects, such as networking, realignment of perception and attitude, building and engaging community, running various-type innovation, enhancing creativity and leadership,
strengthening social trust, motivation, and etc.) is unlikely possible if an organization does not have its philosophy and techniques helping to apply ethical and moral norms in projects and activities.

It is recommended to engage employees and society in the development process of organizational ethical codes: starting from individual ethical codes, professional philosophy of each employee, and only then moving to the stage of behavior guidelines, communication documents and organizational ethical codes (Ferguson et al. 2016). This process requires ingenious research and profound comparison analysis of various examples of ethical codes worldwide, horizontal communication tools, and engagement of society via modern technologies, along with the presence of the highest-level governors and foreign specialists, and empowerment of leaders. Having clear code development stages and targets, ethical codes can be interpreted in the context of marketing, as they can strengthen social image of organizations via community building (for instance, social events), liaising organizational philosophy with cultural and social norms of community, including values and behavior principles.

A cross-departmental committee, specifically built for ethical code development purpose, should engage citizens and other stakeholders in decision-making and ethical code development process via new technologies and interactive events. Moreover, transformational leaders should acknowledge and address different dimensions and challenges related to social capital (for instance, social trust, the fear of failure, lack of self-esteem or nepotism), while relying on a more holistic and complex approach to transformational communications. The ethical and moral norms should be realigned accordingly in order to correspond to current trends across various economies, industries, and policies.
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